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Abstract
Conditional random fields (CRFs) provide a
powerful tool for structured prediction, but cast
significant challenges in both the learning and
inference steps. Approximation techniques are
widely used in both steps, which should be considered jointly to guarantee good performance
(a.k.a. “inferning"). Perturb-and-MAP models provide a promising alternative to CRFs, but
require global combinatorial optimization and
hence they are usable only on specific models.
In this work, we present a new Local Perturband-MAP (locPMAP) framework that replaces
the global optimization with a local optimization by exploiting our observed connection between locPMAP and the pseudolikelihood of the
original CRF model. We test our approach on
three different vision tasks and show that our
method achieves consistently improved performance over other approximate inference techniques optimized to a pseudolikelihood objective. Additionally, we demonstrate that we can
integrate our method in the fully convolutional
network framework to increase our model’s complexity. Finally, our observed connection between locPMAP and the pseudolikelihood leads
to a novel perspective for understanding and using pseudolikelihood.
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Introduction

Probabilistic graphical models, such as Markov random
fields, and conditional random fields (Lafferty et al., 2001)
provide a powerful framework for solving challenging
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sists of two main steps: learning, which estimates the
model parameters from the data, as well as inference, which
makes predictions based on the learned model.
Unfortunately, both maximum likelihood learning and
probabilistic inference involve calculating the normalization constant (i.e. a partition function), which is intractable
to compute in general. In practice, approximation methods,
such as variational inference and MCMC, are widely used
for inference and learning. There also exist other consistent learning methods such as the maximum pseudolikelihood (PL) estimator Besag (1975) which does not require
calculating likelihood and is computationally tractable.
It is well known that there are strong interactions between
learning and inference. As a result, the choice of the learning and inference algorithms should be considered jointly,
an idea which is referred to as “inferning".1 Although it
is relatively easy to identify “inferning" pairs when using
variational or MCMC approximations, it is unclear what
the natural inference counterpart of pseudolikelihood (PL)
is. For instance, even if PL learning estimates a true model,
a poor choice of a subsequent approximate inference algorithm may deteriorate the overall prediction accuracy.
An alternative way to achieve “inferning” is to employ
models that are computationally more tractable. One such
framework is the Perturb-and-MAP model (Papandreou &
Yuille, 2011; Tarlow et al., 2012; Hazan et al., 2013) which
involves injecting noise into the log-probability (the potential function), and generating random samples to find the
global maximum, i.e., the maximum a posteriori (MAP)
estimate of the perturbed probability. These models have a
sound probabilistic interpretation, which can be exploited
to make predictions with an uncertainty measure. Another
benefit is that models from the Perturb-and-MAP class require combinatorial optimization, which is easier to solve
than in the case of probabilistic inference models, which
instead require marginalizing over variables or drawing
MCMC samples.
Unfortunately, despite being easier than marginalization,
MAP estimation still requires a global optimization that is
1
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generally NP-hard. Thus, this prevents the use of Perturband-MAP for generic graphical models. In addition, the
Perturb-and-MAP model can be viewed as a hidden variable model with deterministic constraints, and its training
casts another challenging learning task that involves maximizing a non-convex likelihood function. This is often
solved using variants of EM, combined with approximation
schemes (Gane et al., 2014; Tarlow et al., 2012).
In this work, we propose “Local Perturb-and-MAP”
(locPMAP), a model that only requires finding a local maximum of the perturbed potential function, which is much
easier than global optimization required for Global-MAP
methods. Our locPMAP model has a close connection with
the classical pseudolikelihood, in that pseudolikelihood can
be interpreted as a type of partial information likelihood of
our locPMAP model. This motivates us to decode pseudolikelihood training with a locPMAP inference procedure.
We test our approach on three different vision tasks, where
we show that locPMAP applied to models learned with
PL yields consistently better inference results than those
achieved using other approximate inference techniques.
In addition, we demonstrate that we can integrate our
method in the fully convolutional network framework Long
et al. (2015) to address the small complexity limitation
of log-linear CRF models and improve performance on
challenging structured prediction problems. Finally, our
approach provides a novel view for pseudolikelihood and
opens up opportunities for many useful extensions.

2

Related Work

The idea of Perturb-and-MAP was motivated by the classical “Gumbel-Max trick" that connects the logistic function
with discrete choice theory (McFadden et al., 1973; Yellott,
1977). It was first applied to graphical model settings by
Papandreou & Yuille (2011) and Hazan & Jaakkola (2012).
These studies gave rise to a rich line of research (see e.g.,
Hazan et al., 2013; Gane et al., 2014; Tarlow et al., 2012).
We remark that these methods all require global optimization, in contrast with the local optimization in our method.
The idea of “inferning,” which enforces the consistency between learning and inference, was probably first discussed
by Wainwright (2006), who showed that when exact inference is intractable, it is better to learn a “wrong" model
to compensate the errors made by the subsequent approximate inference methods. Empirical analysis of influence of
learning and inference procedures can also be found in Sutton & McCallum (2009); Gelfand (2014); Xiang & Neville.
A line of work has been developed to explicitly tune parameters in approximate inference procedures (Meshi et al.,
2010; Stoyanov & Eisner, 2012; Domke, 2013). In addition, Srivastava et al. proposed an approximate inference
method that interacts with learning in order to train Deep
Boltzman Machines more efficiently. It is also relevant to

mention (Poon & Domingos, 2011), which provides another class of models that enables efficient inference.

3

Background

In subsection 3.1, we introduce some background information on conditional random fields (CRFs). Additionally, in
subsection 3.2, we present some key ideas related to the
Gumbel-Max trick and Perturb-and-MAP. We will use all
of these ideas to introduce our method in Section 4.
3.1

Structured Prediction with CRFs

CRFs Lafferty et al. (2001) provide a framework to solve
challenging structured prediction problems. Let x be an
input (e.g., an image), and y ∈ Y a set of structured labels
(e.g., a semantic segmentation). A CRF assumes that the
labels y are drawn from an exponential family distribution
p(y|x; w) =

1
exp(θ(y, x, w))
Z(θ)

(1)

where θ is a potential function and w are model parameters
that need to be estimated
from data; the normalization conP
stant Z(x, w) = y exp(θ(y, x, w) is difficult to compute
unless the corresponding graph is tree-structured.
Now let us assume that we are given a set of labeled training examples {xi , y i }. A typical maximum likelihood estimator learns parameters w by maximizing the log likelihood function:
X
ŵ = arg max
log p(y i |xi ; w).
(2)
w

i

With the estimated parameters ŵ we can then make predictions for a new testing image x∗ :
ŷ = arg max p(y|x∗ ; ŵ) = arg max θ(y, x∗ ; ŵ).
y

(3)

y

However, both the learning and inference steps in Equations (2)-(3) are computationally intractable for general
loopy graphs. Instead, a popular computationally-efficient
alternative for MLE is the pseduolikelihood (PL) estimator (Besag, 1975), defined as:
ŵ = arg max
w

XX
i

log p(yji |xi , y i¬j ; w),

(4)

j

where ¬j refers to the neighborhood of the nodes in the
graph that are connected to the node j. Based on this formulation, each conditional likelihood does not involve Z,
and can be calculated efficiently. Besag (1975) showed that
PL is an asymptotically consistent estimator, meaning that
ŵ approaches the true parameter w as the size of the dataset
is increased.
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However, even if PL estimates the true parameters perfectly, the prediction step in (3) still requires approximation. Iterated Conditional Modes (ICM) is one of the simplest inference algorithm that returns a local maximum
from the neighborhood of nodes. Other widely used inference techniques include loopy belief propagation (LBP),
the mean field algorithm (MF), and Gibbs sampling.
The problem with using these approximate inference algorithms is that they may not work well together with the PL
learning algorithm. This is because learning and inference
are performed disjointly without considering how one may
affect the other. Much of the difficulty comes from the fact
that the definition of PL in (4) is not “generative”, since the
y i depend on each other in a loopy fashion.
3.2

Perturb-and-MAP

In contrast with the CRF defined in (1), the Perturb-andMAP model (Hazan & Jaakkola, 2012; Papandreou &
Yuille, 2011) considers distributions of the form
Pr[y ∈ arg max{θ(y) + (y)}],

∼q

(5)

where we dropped the dependency on x to simplify the notation. That is, we first perturb the potential function θ(y)
with random noise (y) from distribution q and then draw
the sample by finding the maximum point y. Consider special perturbation noise (y) drawn i.i.d. from the zero mean
Gumbel distribution with cumulative distribution function
F (t) = exp(− exp(−(t + c)), where c is the Euler constant. The Gumbel-Max trick (Yellott, 1977; McFadden
et al., 1973) shows that the Perturb-and-MAP model is then
equivalent to the distribution in (1), that is,
exp(θ(y))
. (6)
y exp(θ(y)))

Pr[y ∈ arg max{θ(y) + (y)}] = P

This connection provides a basic justification for Perturband-MAP models. It is also possible to use more general
perturbations beyond the Gumbel perturbation, but then the
training of the Perturb-and-MAP model becomes substantially more difficult, requiring EM-type non-convex optimization with Monte Carlo or other approximations (Tarlow et al., 2012; Hazan et al., 2013; Gane et al., 2014).

4

Local Perturb-and-MAP Optimization

A major limitation of Perturb-and-MAP, even when using
Gumbel noise, is that it requires global optimization over
the perturbed potentials. We address this problem by replacing the global optimum with a local optimum. We start
by defining the notion of local optimality.
Definition 4.1. Let B = {βk } be a set of non-overlapping
sets of variable indices such that βk ∩ βl = ∅ for ∀ k 6= l.
Then we say that


y ∈ Loc θ(y); B



if y β ∈ arg maxy0β θ(y 0β , y ¬β ) for ∀β ∈ B, where
¬β = [p] \ β. This implies that [y β , y ¬β ] is no worse than
[y 0β , y ¬β ] for any y 0β ∈ Yβ , β ∈ B. In other words, y is a
block-coordinate-wise maximum of θ(y) on the set B.
We are now ready to establish our main result. We show
that by exploiting random Gumbel perturbations over the
potential functions, we can formulate a Local Perturb-andMAP model, which yields a close connection with pseudolikelihood.
Theorem
P 4.2. Let us now perturb θ(y) to get θ̃(y) =
θ(y) + β∈B (y β ), where each element (y β ) is drawn
i.i.d. from a Gumbel distribution with CDF F (t) =
exp(− exp(−(t + c))), where c is the Euler constant. Then
we have, ∀y,

 Y


p(y β |y ¬β ; θ).
Pr y ∈ Loc θ̃(y); B =
β∈B

Note that the right hand side has a form of composite likelihood (Lindsay, 1988), which reduces to the pseudolikelihood when taking B = {k : k ∈ [n]}.
Proof. Note
on our definition of Loc() we can
 that based

write Loc θ̃(y); B = ∩β∈B Aβ , where Aβ = {y : y β ∈


arg maxyβ θ̃(y β , y ¬β ) . Then, we can write:


Pr(y ∈ Aβ ) = Pr(y β ∈ arg max θ(y β , y ¬β ) + (y β ) )
yβ

exp(θ(y β , y ¬β ))
=P
0
y 0 exp(θ(y β , y ¬β )
β

= p(y β |y ¬β ; θ),
where we use Equation 6 to derive these equalities. Note
that Equation 6 results from the application of the GumbelMax trick. In the context of our problem, this equation
holds because (y β ) are drawn i.i.d. from a zero mean and
a unit variance Gumbel distribution. Additionally, since
(y β ) are drawn independently from each other, the events
[y ∈ Aβ ] are independent too. Therefore, we can write:


Pr(y ∈ Loc θ̃(y); B ) = Pr(y ∈ ∩β∈B Aβ )
Y
=
p(y β |y ¬β ; θ).
β∈B

Our locPMAP model
 defines a procedure for generating
random subsets Loc θ̃(y); B formed by the local maxima
of the random function θ̃(y). Theorem 4.2 suggests that for
any given (deterministic) configuration

 y, the probability
that y is an element of LocQθ̃(y); B equals the composite likelihood `B (y; θ) := β∈B p(y β |y ¬β ; θ). Here the
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point y is deterministic, while the set Loc θ̃(y); B is random, similar to the case of confidence intervals in statistics.
We should point out that `B (y; θ) is not a properly normalized distribution over y ∈ Y, because there
 may be

multiple local maxima in each random set Loc θ̃(y); B .
In fact, it is easy to see that the expected number ZB of
local maxima of θ̃(y) is
X Y


def
ZB = E( Loc θ̃(y); B ) =
p(y β |y ¬β ; θ).
y∈Y β∈B

(7)
This can be used to define a normalized probability over
Y via `B (y; θ)/ZB , which, however, is computationally
intractable due to the difficulty for computing ZB .
It is interesting to draw a comparison with the global
Perturb-and-MAP model when B includes only the global
set of all the elements
 of y, in
 which case we can show
that ZB = E( Loc θ̃(y); B ) = 1 in (7). Because
there always exists at least one optimum point, we must
always have Loc θ̃(y); B ≥ 1. Therefore, we have


Loc θ̃(y); B = 1 with probability 1 in this case, that
is, there only exists one unique global optimum point.
locPMAP and Pseudolikelihood In practice, we can
not exactly enumerate,
nor observe the whole set L =

Loc θ̃(y); B . We instead observe a single point y which
we can assume to belong to L. Without further assumption
on how y is selected from L, the only information available through observing a point y is Pr(y ∈ L). As a result,
given a set of i.i.d. observation {y i }, it is natural to maximize their overall observation likelihood:
X


ŵ = arg max
log p(y i ∈ Loc θ̃(y; w); B )
w

= arg max
w

Algorithm 1 Local Perturb-and-MAP (locPMAP)
1. Let θ̃(y, x; w) = θ(y, x; w) + (y), where (y) are
drawn i.i.d. from Gumbel ∼ G(0, 1).
2. Run an greedy optimization method (such as ICM)
on the perturbed potentials θ̃(y, x; w) to get yj =
arg maxyj θ̃(yj , y ¬j , x; w), ∀j.

function θ̃(y) using i.i.d. Gumbel noise, and then find a local maximum with an arbitrary greedy optimization procedure (such as ICM with uniform random initialization). Although we do need to specify a particular greedy optimization method to select y from L for the purpose of inference, this seems to be a minor approximation, and may not
influence the result significantly unless the selected greedy
optimization is strongly biased in a certain way.
We outline these two steps in Algorithm 1. In this case,
we assume a simple case of likelihood and B consists of
the set of single variables. For simplicity, from now on
we drop the dependency on B and simply use the notation
Loc[θ̃(y, x; w)], where the dependency on the input x is
added explicitly.
Because the result of Algorithm 1 is not deterministic, we
can repeatedly run it for several iterations (by drawing multiple samples from our locPMAP model), and then take the
mode of the returned samples. This also allows us to construct probabilistic outputs with error bars indicating the
variance of the structured prediction. Note that in order to
obtain analogous probabilistic results with other models, it
would be necessary to perform expensive MCMC inference
for the case of CRFs, or global combinatorial optimization
under the typical Perturb-and-MAP models.

i

XX
i

log p(y iβ |y i¬β ; w).

β∈B

This formulation interprets maximum composite likelihood
(CL) (Lindsay, 1988) as a type of partial information likelihood for locPMAP. Here locPMAP is not a complete generative model in terms of the observation points y. Although
it is possible to complete the model by defining a specific
mechanism to map from the local maxima set L to point
y, the corresponding full likelihood would become more
challenging to compute and analyze. We can see that the
essence of CL and PL is to trade off information for computational tractability, which is also reflected in the original
definition (4) of PL where only the conditional information p(yj |y ¬j ; w) is taken into account. This also makes
CL/PL more robust than the full MLE when the full model
is misspecified, but the partial information used by CL/PL
is correct (Xu & Reid, 2011).
Our perspective motivates us to decode CL/PL, interpreted
as training locPMAP, by mimicking the locPMAP procedure: we first generate a randomly perturbed potential

5

Learning Deep Unary Features with FCNs
and Pseudolikelihood Loss

Background. Under log-linear CRF models, we typically
assume that the potential function is a weighted combination of features:

θiU = exp

X
j

wjU fjU (xi )

P
θij
= exp

X

wkP fkP (xi , xj )

k

where θiU , wU and f U (xi ) denote unary potentials for node
i, learnable unary feature parameters, and unary features,
P
respectively. Similarly, θij
, wP and f P (xi , xj ) are pairwise potentials between nodes i and j, learnable pairwise
feature parameters, and pairwise features, respectively.
However, there are several important limitations related to
log-linear CRF models. Such models have only a linear
number of learnable parameters, which significantly limits the complexity of the model that can be learned from
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the data. One way to address this limitation is to construct highly non-linear and complex features that would
work well even with a linear classifier. However, handengineering complex features is a challenging and timeconsuming task requiring lots of domain expertise. To address both of these limitations, we train a deep network
that optimizes a pseudolikelihood criterion and automatically learns complex unary features for our model.
Recently, deep learning methods have been extremely
successful in learning effective hierarchical features that
achieve state-of-the-art results on a variety of vision tasks,
including boundary detection, image classification, and semantic segmentation Bertasius et al. (2015); Krizhevsky
et al. (2012); Donahue et al. (2013); Toshev & Szegedy
(2013); Taigman et al. (2014). A particularly useful model
for structured prediction on images is the Fully Convolutional Network (FCN) Long et al. (2015) used in combination with CRF models. These models combine the powerful methodology of deep learning for hierarchical feature
learning with the effectiveness of CRFs for modeling structured pixel output, such as the class labels of neighboring
pixels in semantic segmentation.
While in early approaches the FCN and the CRF were
learned separately Chen et al. (2015), more recently there
has been successful work that has integrated CRF learning
into the FCN framework Zheng et al. (2015). Additionally, learning the parameters of the CRF in the neural network model has been addressed in Peng et al. (2009); Do
& Artieres (2010); Kirillov et al. (2015).
In our approach, we train FCN and CRF jointly by optimizing the entire FCN via backpropagation with respect to the
pseudolikelihood loss as explained below. We then use the
locPMAP procedure shown in Algorithm 1 to decode the
PL result, as justified by our intuition discussed earlier.
Optimizing the Pseudolikelihood Loss. Let our input be
an image of size h × w × c, where h, w refer to the height
and width of the image and c is the number of input channels (c = 3 for color RGB images, c = 1 for grayscale
images). Then assume that our goal is to assign one of K
possible labels to each pixel (i, j). The label typically denotes the class of the object located at pixel (i, j) or the
foreground/background assignment. Now let us write our
conditional pseudolikelihood probability as:
exp(θi,j,l )
p(y(i,j) = l | x, y ¬(i,j) ) = PK
k=1 exp(θi,j,k )

(8)

where θi,j,l refers to the potential function values for label l
at pixel (i, j), and where ¬(i, j) indicates all the nodes connected to node (i, j). More specifically, θi,j,l denotes the
product of a unary potential at a node (i, j) and all the pairwise potentials that are connected to the node (i, j). The
subscript l ∈ {1, . . . , K} in the probability notation de-

notes that this is a potential associated with the class label
l. Then, to obtain a proper probability distribution we can
normalize this potential value as shown in Equation 8. Finally, we can write the loss of our FCN as:
Li,j,l = − log p(y(i,j) = l | x, y ¬(i,j) ; θi,j,l )

(9)

The gradient of this loss can then be computed as:
∂Li,j,l
= p(y(i,j) = l | x, y ¬(i,j) ) − 1{yi,j = l}
∂θi,j,l

(10)

where the last term in the equation is simply an indicator
function denoting whether ground truth label yi,j is equal
to the predicted label l. This gradient is computed for every
node (i, j) and is then backpropagated to the previous layers of the FCN. We provide more details about our choice
of deep architecture and the other learning details in the
experimental section.

6

Experimental Results

In this section, we evaluate the results of our Local Perturband-MAP (locPMAP) method against other inference techniques such as loopy belief propagation (LBP) and mean
field (MF) on three different datasets. In all our experiments, we use the following setup. First, we learn the
parameters of a CRF-based model using the PL learning
criterion. We note that the PL learning is done once, and
the same learned parameters are then used for both our
method and the other baseline inference techniques. This is
done to demonstrate that in the context of PL learning, our
locPMAP procedure acts as a better inference procedure
than existing approximation inference techniques.
Since our method relies on ICM to make predictions, we
compare our approach with traditional ICM. We also compare against an iterative version of ICM (ICM-iter) which is
executed for the same number of iterations as our method,
in order to give both methods the same “computational budget." In this iterative version of ICM, at each iteration we
randomly perturb the potentials by setting a small fraction (e.g., 0.1) of them to zero (the technique is known
as dropout in the deep learning literature Srivastava et al.
(2014)). In all experiments, for our method and ICM-iter,
we only perturb the unary potentials. Additionally, we use
a grid-based graph model, with each node connected to its
4 neighbors, as this is standard for computer vision problems. The details of the pairwise potentials are discussed
separately below for each task. We also tested inference
of the learned model using loopy belief propagation (LBP),
mean field (MF), simulated annealing (SA) and Gibbs sampling (MCMC). For each of the three tasks we show that
our Local Perturb-and-MAP method consistently outperforms other inference techniques, thus demonstrating that
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Background
Raw Deep
LBP
0.846 0.854
MF
0.861 0.837
ICM-iter 0.722 0.797
SA
0.806 0.837
ICM
0.730 0.807
Gibbs
0.840 0.840
LocPMAP 0.753 0.826

Foreground
Raw Deep
0.029 0.112
0.059 0.209
0.312 0.379
0.234 0.202
0.319 0.389
0.233 0.197
0.337 0.404

Mean
Raw Deep
0.438 0.446
0.460 0.523
0.517 0.588
0.520 0.520
0.525 0.598
0.537 0.518
0.545 0.615

Table 1: Results of handwritten digit denoising on the
MNIST dataset. Performance is measured according to
the the Intersection over Union (IoU) for both the foreground and the background mask. We compare the results
when using raw corrupted pixel intensities as unary features (Raw) versus deep unary features learned via an FCN
(Deep). Our locPMAP method outperforms the other baseline inference techniques. Additionally, we observe that
using deep features tends to improve the overall accuracy.
locPMAP forms a better practical inference procedure for
models learned from PL optimization. We now present
each of our experiments in more detail.
6.1

Denoising Handwritten Digits

For our first evaluation we use the MNIST dataset LeCun
& Cortes (2010) which contains black and white images of
handwritten digits. We corrupt each 28 × 28 image using
Gumbel noise with 0.25 signal-to-noise ratio. This produces corrupted grayscale images, which are used as input to our system. The objective is to recover the original
black/white (background/foreground) value of each pixel.
In our experiments, we used 5000 images for training and
5000 images for testing. We performed two types of experiments on this task. First, we evaluated all methods using
the corrupted pixel intensity values as unary features. For
pairwise features between nodes i and j, we used the corrupted intensity values at pixels i and j.
For the second experiment, we trained a fully convolutional
network (FCN) to learn the unary features. To optimize the
pseudolikelihood criterion, we used pairwise potential parameters that were learned using the corrupted potentials.
We kept the pairwise potential parameters fixed and performed gradient backpropagation only through the unary
feature parameters.
To train the FCN, we used an architecture composed of 5
convolutional layers with kernel size of 3 × 3 for the first
four layers and kernel size of 1 × 1 for the last layer. The
output plane dimensions for the convolutional layers were
64, 126, 256, 512 and 2 respectively. As hyperparameters,
we used a learning rate of 10−6 , a momentum of 0.9, a
batch size of 100, and RELU non-linear functions in between the convolutional layers. To avoid the reduction in
resolution inside the deep layers, we did not use any pooling layers. We trained our FCN to minimize the pseudo-

Input

FCN

ICM

LocPMAP

True Mask

Figure 1: Visualizations of handwritten digit denoising.
Images in the first column represent corrupted digit inputs.
The second column shows the unary features that were
learned using fully convolutional networks and a pseudolikelihood loss. Images in the third column correspond to
ICM predictions, whereas the fourth column depicts our
Local Perturb-and-MAP results. In the last column we
show the corresponding original ground truth black and
white images. Note that compared to the ICM predictions,
our method makes fewer false positive predictions. Additionally, we observe that deep features exhibit significantly
less noise than the original input, which improves the overall accuracy (see quantitative results in Table 1).
likelihood loss for ≈ 3000 iterations. For all of our deep
learning experiments we used the Caffe library Jia et al.
(2014). To run our locPMAP method, we used 50 iterations.
In Table 1, we present quantitative results of our method
and several baseline methods. The performance of each
method is evaluated in terms of the Intersection over Union
(IoU) metric for background and foreground classes. Additionally, we separately evaluate each baseline inference
method using corrupted pixel values as unary features
(Raw) and also using deep features (Deep). The results
demonstrate that our locPMAP method outperforms the
other inference baselines. Additionally, we note that learning unary features via FCNs substantially improves the accuracy for most methods. We also present qualitative results in Figure 1.
We also tested other inference methods such as treereweighted belief propagation, and graph cuts, but found
that these methods performed very poorly with PL learning. Due to the limited space available, we omit these results from our paper.
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Background
Raw Deep
LBP
0.539 0.539
MF
0.686 0.695
ICM-iter 0.659 0.731
SA
0.688 0.692
Gibbs
0.692 0.708
ICM
0.672 0.746
LocPMAP 0.681 0.754

Foreground
Raw Deep
0.080 0.154
0.598 0.674
0.637 0.727
0.623 0.696
0.624 0.696
0.661 0.733
0.666 0.735

Mean
Raw Deep
0.310 0.347
0.642 0.684
0.648 0.729
0.655 0.694
0.658 0.702
0.667 0.739
0.673 0.745

Table 2: Results on the Caltech Silhouette Reconstruction
task. We evaluate the results using the Intersection over
Union (IoU) metric. We test each method using raw unary
features versus deeply learned FCN features. Our method
achieves better accuracy than the other baseline inference
methods.
6.2

Caltech Silhouette Reconstruction

For our second task, we choose a more diverse dataset consisting of noise-corrupted silhouettes generated from the
ground truth foreground/background segmentations of images from Caltech-101 Fei-Fei et al. (2007), which spans
101 object classes. Each silhouette is a 28 × 28 image generated by adding Gaussian noise with 0.5 signalto-noise ratio to each pixel of the ground-truth foreground/background segmentation. The goal is to reconstruct the original ground truth foreground/background
segmentation from the corrupted silhouette. Due to the
large number of object classes in the dataset, the variability
of the silhouette shape is much larger compared to the case
of the digit denoising task.
We use the exact same experimental setup as in the earlier experiment for handwritten digit denoising. We present
quantitative results in Table 2. Again, the results indicate
that locPMAP outperforms the other inference baselines
for the model learned from PL optimization.
6.3

Scene Labeling

As our last task, we consider the problem of semantic scene
segmentation. For this task, we use the Stanford background dataset Gould et al. (2009), which has per-pixel
annotations for a total of 715 scene color images of size
240 × 320. Our goal is to assign every pixel to one of
8 possible classes: sky, tree, road, grass, water, building,
mountain, and foreground. In this case the input to the system is the RGB photo and the desired output is the semantic
segmentation. We randomly split the dataset into a training
set of 600 images and a test set of 115 images.
Once again we perform two experiments for this task. First,
we use the boosted unary potentials provided by Gould
et al. (2009) as the unary features in our CRF model. Next,
to construct pairwise potentials we extract HFL boundaries Bertasius et al. (2015) from the images. We then compute the gradient on the boundaries, and use it as pairwise
features for every pair of adjacent pixels. Then, just as ear-

lier, we learn the CRF parameters by optimizing the pseudolikelihood objective, and finally perform the inference
using the learned parameters.
For the second experiment, our goal is to learn deep
features from the data instead of using the boosted features provided by Gould et al. (2009). To do this we
use a fully convolutional network architecture based on
DeepLab Chen et al. (2015). This architecture contains 19
convolutional layers. To train the FCN, we use the same
learning hyperparameters and setup as in the previous two
experiments. As before, we fix the pairwise potential parameters, and only learn the parameters associated with the
unary terms. After the unary learning is done, we learn new
pairwise parameters given the learned unary features.
In Table 3, we present our results for the scene labeling
task. Once again, we show that our Local Perturb-andMAP method outperforms other inference methods in both
scenarios: using boosted unary features Gould et al. (2009)
and also using our learned deep features.
Interestingly, we note that for this task, the accuracy we
achieve using deep features is lower than the accuracy obtained using boosted features. We hypothesize that this
happens because the Stanford Background dataset is relatively small (600 training images) and thus it does not enable effective training of the large-capacity FCN.
Figure 2 shows some qualitative results. Note that compared to the results achieved by Gould et al. (2009), our
predictions are spatially smoother. Similarly, relative to the
ICM predictions, Local Perturb-and-MAP yields crispier
boundaries around the objects and more coherent segments.
We also note that unlike most inference methods that can
only predict the discrete label, our method outputs the prediction variance for every pixel in addition to the label (See
Figure 3). This probabilistic prediction may be useful in
practical scenarios, such as for the analysis of failures or
when confidence estimates are needed.

7

Discussion

We introduced a Local Perturb-and-MAP (LocPMAP)
framework which yields a novel connection with pseudolikelihood (PL). Our empirical analysis demonstrates that
locPMAP forms a better inference procedure for models
learned from PL optimization than existing approximate
inference methods. Future work includes extending our
method to use larger blocks (corresponding to composite
likelihood). Our new perspective on pseudolikelihood may
also be leveraged to solve challenging structure prediction
problems in other domains.
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